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What this Project is about?
The Project is an attempt to initiate usage of the natural
phenomenon - the vortical boiling (hereafter - VB) - for
an intensification of heat exchange processes between
streamlined surface and a streamlining fluid coolant/heater.
Implementation of VB will dramatically increase an
efficiency of said convective heat exchange in any device
and mechanism that is currently using any other, than VB,
mechanisms of the heat passage between streamlined
surface and streamlining fluid and will provide a huge
economy of resources and energy.
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What we will discuss?
• What is the vortical boiling phenomenon?
• Why VB is possible?
• Where and when VB occurs?

• How VB develops?
• What VB provides?
• How VB works?
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What is the vortical boiling phenomenon?
The vortical boiling is a natural process, which
consist of consequent

• creation of vortices on the streamlining
surface with growing atmosphere,
• tearing off those vortices as soon as their
atmosphere has reached a critical size,
size, and
• carrying those torn off vortices with
their atmosphere by the streamlining fluid
away from point of birth on the
streamlined surface.
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What is the vortical boiling phenomenon?
There arrives a crucial practical question:
What we should do to initiate the Vortical Boiling
Phenomenon?
The answer is amazingly simple:

Almost nothing: very little modifications in
technologies that we already are applying in each case
of manufacturing the corresponding devices.
However, this “little” some should be based on our deep
understanding of the nature of VB.
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Why VB is possible?
Any smooth pimple in Nature allows a
potential streamlining by any fluid at small
enough velocity of flow.
In 1982 Yuriy K. Krasnov proved that
not every, even a smooth enough dimple can
be streamlined without generating some
vortices at streamlining by a fluid, even a
non-viscose one, at any, even arbitrary
small velocity of flow.
This feature - “to allow or not allow a
potential streamlining” - depends on the
global topology of surface with dimple
rather on a local topology of dimple itself.
For instance, let’s consider the family of ditches
- surfaces that are described by the following equation
y
x2 + y2 =
(*)
a - y

Two particular surfaces from this family are
shown in the following picture: one with a = 0.25
and second one with a = 2.20

Upper ditch (with a = 2.20) allows a
potential streamlining by fluid at any speed of
flow, but the lower one (with a = 0.25) does not
allow a potential streamlining at any, even an
infinitesimal small one, velocity of flow even of
an ideal fluid!

More over, any surface from the considered
family at a<2 does not allow any potential
streamlining!
[To make sure that it is true, one can notice that at
0<a<2 equation (*) can not be valid at any finite y>0,
if streamline should cross y-axis, i. e. when x = 0.]
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Why VB is possible?
Therefore,

the feature “to allow” or “not allow” a potential streamlining is a fundamental feature of
surfaces and should be considered as a fundamental characteristic of any surface.
The problem is that the basic conditions of flow of
liquid
incompressibility:
div v = 0 and
potentiality:
rot v = 0
with streamlines that are described by equation (*)
allow a unique solution which is shown in picture
on the right.
At any a < 2 there is only one streamline that is laying under
separatrix (streamline at a = 2, is shown in red) and all
streamlines with a < 2 are passing the origin of coordinates.
At a > 2 each streamline actually consist of two lines: one in
shape of ditch (all such are laying above separatrix) and one
as a closed curve inside the separatrix’s loop.

Therefore, at a > 2 surface (*) can be streamlined by liquid
potentially, but at a < 2 no one surface (*) can be
streamlined by any liquid without creation of some kind of
vortices.
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Where and when VB occurs?
On the streamlined surface creation of vortex always
begins in the points, where the velocity of the streamlining
fluid has a maximal value.
As we already have seen, if we take the ditch, which does not
allow any potential streamlining, we automatically should have
conditions when only streamlining with creation of vortices is
possible. Let’s take one of such surface, as it in picture on the
right is shown, where ditch is a one of surfaces of family (*).
Stream will create vortex inside the considered ditch, which
will cover ditch, so that nucleus of flow will streamline this
fluid cover just it is shown in picture on the left.

But as the theory shows, this configuration is unstable:
vortex can not be confined in the ditch forever - soon or
later it should be turn off of the ditch and be carried away
of it.

In other words, such a ditch should
generate a flux of vortices!
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How VB develops?
No matter where and why the vortex is generated by the streamlined wall, its evolution goes through
following stages:
1. Creation of vortex nucleus with vortex’s atmosphere under boundary surface - the
separatrix - that separates vortex and its atmosphere from the streamlining fluid and is
streamlined by this fluid.
2. Growing of vortex atmosphere while vortex moves off of the wall until the size of vortex’s
atmosphere will reach its critical value.
3. As soon as size of the vortex atmosphere becomes a critical further motion of the vortex off the
wall leads to the shrinking of area of a contact of the vortex atmosphere with the wall, until this area
becomes a point. It happens at the critical distance of vortex from the wall.
4. After reaching of this critical distance, further motion of the vortex off the wall is accompanied
by attached “tail” of the separatrix, so that fluids flow becomes divided on three areas: a. the
vortex atmosphere inside the separatrix’s pocket; b. stream above the separatrix; and c. stream
under the separatrix, i. e. between the separatrix tail and the wall.

All just said is illustrated by the pictures of the exact solution of the
hydrodynamics of the streamlining of a flat wall by an ideal fluid on the next
slide.
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How singled vortex is created, grown, torn off
and carried out at the vortical boiling process.
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How VB develops?
The development of VB essentially depend on the local topology of the streamlining
surface: has the streamlining surface a monotonically changed or unchanged
curvature, or includes some convexities and/or concavities.

VB generated by a convexity
Any convexity allows a potential (I. e. without any vortices) streamlining at least by the nucleus of
flow. Particularly at streamlining of an elliptic ledge, as it is shown in the attached picture, the flow’s
velocity V(x, y) has the maximal value on the top of ledge, i. e. at
x = a and y = 0, and this value is:
V(a, 0) = [(a+b)/a] Vo

(***)

As one can see, the ledge “amplifies” streamlining current’s speed in times on
its top. Therefore, as soon as this maximal velocity exceeds the critical
velocity of vortex creation exactly the top of ledge will become a place of the
generation of vortices. The lines with different shown the trajectories of
vortices that might be torn off of the ledge’s top for a different type of fluids.

The most important fact is that any, even an infinitesimally small
ledge always will be a place of generation of vortices!
Indeed, as (***) shows V(a, 0) > Vo at [(a+b)/a] >1, even if a and b
both are very small.
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How VB develops?
Vortical boiling is the basic mechanism of formation of the famous Prandtl’s
boundary layer, or PBL.

(PC simulation created in the Khurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, 1984)
Consequence of
vortices generated from
one point on the flat
wall streamlined by
fluid. The chain of
vortices penetrates into
a bulk of flow. But this
regular marsh of
vortices exist
only until their number is less then some critical value No.

Continued generation of
the elementary vortices
leads to creation more
mesoscopic Geotler
vortices that are moving
along the streamlined
wall. This regime
continues till number of
Geotler vortices become
critical Mo.

As soon as No elementary
vortices are born, the front
end of the regular chain of
vortices starts curve and
forms a mesoscopic vortex
that is exactly the famous
Geotler vortex. Inside it
elementary vortices move
randomly but do keep a stable configuration of the
mesoscopic vortex as whole.
As soon as Mo of Geotler
vortices is created the
front end of the chain of
them becomes unstable there begins chaotization
of the entire ensemble of
elementary vortices,
regular structure becomes
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destroyed and vortices penetrate into a nucleus of the flow.

How VB develops?
Vortical boiling generated by a potential concavity.
Let’s consider case of
“beak”-ditch that is
shown in red in
picture on the left. It
allows a potential
streamlining, i. e. is
a potential concavity.
All lines above this “beak:-ditch exactly
represent the streamlines of the potential flow
above this ditch.

The distribution of
velocity of flow on the
surface of ditch is
shown in picture on
the right. As one can
see, there are two
points, |xm| where
velocity is reaching maximum, vm, and velocity is
equal to zero on the bottom of ditch.
Point - xm is that, where vortex start growing up..

Stages of evolution of vortex generated by a potential “beak”-ditch
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How VB develops?
Vortical boiling generated by a non-potential ditch.
The vortex generation in the non-potential
ditch starts, as usual, in points of maximal
velocity of flow on the first slope of ditch
along the direction of current. Elementary
vortex threads, which are generated on the said
slope, migrate on the center of ditch and are
accumulated in mesoscopic vortex thread, or a
vortex tube, along ditch’s axis. The atmosphere
of this mesoscopic vortex tube is covered by
the separatrix, which is streamlined by the
nucleus of flow.

The same scenario takes place in the case of a
potential ditch. The essential difference is that
• configuration of vortex into a potential ditch is
stable and can exist as long as speed of flow does
not change;
• configuration of vortex into a non-potential ditch
is unstable and vortex soon or later should be
ejected from the ditch.
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How VB develops?
Vortical boiling generated by a non-potential dimple.
Dimple is 3D-analog of the 2D-ditch. It means
that the generated vortex thread should have a
form of a horseshoe that is staying by both its end
on the opposite slopes of dimple in normal to
direction of the nuclei of the streamlining flow.
Therefore, the atmosphere of such vortex
consist of fluid that is rotating around such
horseshoe axis as it is shown in the picture on the
right.
All vortex into a dimple is covered by the surface of separatrix, which is streamlined by the nucleus of
the main stream as it schematically is shown in the picture on the left below.
Said horseshoe vortex thread
is generated on the side slope in points of a maximal velocity,
and should migrate in the
center of dimple as it is shown
in sequence 1-5 positions on
the right.
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How VB develops?
The first observation and a systematic study of evolution of
vortices generating by the non-potential dimples were made
in 1981 by G. I. Kiknadze group in the Khurchatov Institute
of Atomic Energy (Moscow, USSR). In 1982 M. A.
Rabinovich group in the Institute of Physics (Nigniy
Novgorod, USSR) using smock technique have observed
the horseshoe vortex.
Picture on the left
clearly shows
smocked trajectories
on the bottom of a
dimple in exact
prediction of the
theory. Case concerns
to the streamlining of
dimple by an air.
Those experiments
have shown that the time of stable existence of vortex
horseshoe can be essentially large (seconds and even minutes).
Developing the same technique, this group has investigated
also the evolution of creation of the horseshoe vortex and has
confirmed all predictions of the theory that was discussed on
the previous slides of our Presentation.

Photography of streamlines in the
normal cross-section of a horseshoe
vortex into a dimple. The envelope
streamline and separatrix are clearly
shown.

The photography of streamlines in the
normal cross-section of a horseshoe
vortex just before ejection of it from a
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dimple.

How VB develops?
M. A. Rabinovich group in the Institute of Physics (Nigniy Novgorod, USSR) has
observed entire process of migration of horseshoe vortex from place of its creation to the
symmetrical position on the center of a circular dimple.
The smock injection technique was used: thin jet of smock was injected into a stream
exactly along axis of symmetry of the streamlining flow. Following gradient of pressure,
the small particles of smock were sucked into the vortex atmosphere and have been rushed
to the bottom points of the horseshoe vortex, where those particles become concentrated,
giving two white spars that are seen in the pictures below.

Sequence of for positions of the ends of the horseshoe vortex in a spherical dimple.
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How VB develops?
Scenarios of ejection of vortex from a dimple.
Unfortunately, the experimental investigation of the streamlining of a skeen-deep ditches (which are much more easy to
analyze and describe) still was not done.

3D analog of ditch, the skin-deep dimple has much more complex evolutionary scenarios.
Because vortex atmosphere
into a dimple is an unstable dynamical state, it has to be ejected from the dimple. Development of the process of ejection of
the horseshoe vortex depends on external current, topology of the skin-deep dimple, and physics of vortex interaction with a
wall. The ends of the horseshoe vortex always attract each other, but the streamlining flow above vortex atmosphere always
is trying to tear off of vortex from the dimple. Because the potential streamlining of “naked” dimple is impossible (we are
considering now the case of a “non-potential” skin-deep dimple), the turning off of a horseshoe vortex without creation
another one is impossible. Therefore, ejection of a vortex from a dimple always is accompanied with creation of another one
instead of ejected one. The interaction of those consecutive vortices plays an important role in whole scenario of vortex
evolution. Theoretically there are possible the following four basic scenarios:

• at small enough velocity of the streamlined fluid the ends of the same horseshoes vortex have time and
power to joint with each other while vortex is turn off, so that dimple ejects a vortical “bagel”.
• at increasing of velocity of flow each end of turned off vortex have time and power to joined with
opposite end of a new born horseshoe vortex that comes to substitute the first one. In this case dimple will
irradiate continuous vortical helix.
• If velocity of streamlining flow is large enough, the vortices in the dimple will be created so frequently
that dimple will irradiate bunch of vortical “bagels” or vortical “spring”, which will look like some vortical
tube growing out of a dimple.
•At extremely high velocity of the streamlining flow one should expect a totally chaotic irradiation of
vorticity from a dimple in the form of a usual turbulent torn off jet.
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How VB develops?
Stages of vortex creation by the dimple.

Irradiation of a single vortical ring.

Irradiation of a tube of vortical rings.

All just
discussed
scenarios were
observer by the
G.I. Kiknadze
group and are
represented in
this slide.
Irradiation of a vortical helix.

Remarkably it
was found that
the irradiated
vortical tube is
oscillating
randomly
between two
stable
directions:
around 45
degrees to the
flow’s direction.

Irradiation of a torn off jet
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How VB develops?
Vortical Boiling on the pattern of dimples.
In 1977 G. I. Kiknadze has
suggested to use pattern of
skin-deep dimples for
intensification of the
convective heat exchange
processes. Almost
immediately he and his
associates has discovered very
specific phenomenon coherent passage of the
vorticity between dimples in
the lattice of dimple.
Instead of penetration of the
vortical jets, that are turn off
of dimples, into a nucleus of
flow, the vorticity was passed
between neighbor dimples by a
relay-race.
This provides
amazing feature - very small
increasing of a hydroresistance at very intensive
heat exchange between wall
and the flow.
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How VB develops?
Vortical Boiling on the pattern of dimples.

The triangular dimples’ pattern on the
model of a wing of aircraft streamlined by
air. Data of the European Center ……...

Remarkable picture of traces of
oil (specially supply on the wing
to provide reliable visualization)
on the surface of a wing
streamlined by air. We call it
“Russians are coming!”
Each dimple actually
contains the discussed
horseshoe vortex that are
covered by the enveloping
surface of separatrix
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What VB provides?
Being invented in 1977 by the Kiknadze group
in the Khurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, the
VB method of heat exchange was immediately
applied to cooling of the cylindrical tubes that are
used as uranium supply in the atomic reactors.
The heating of tubes was imitated by Ohmic
losses of power of the electric current into body of
tube.
The schematics of convective
cooling and values of temperatures inside tubes
are shown in picture on the right. Direct
measurements have shown that even at power of
heat flux of 4 MW/m2 the VP-based cooling
provides stable state of tube without any signs of
distortions.

Implementation of VB in the
uranium target, that is used for generation
of a high density neutrons fluxes under
impacts of the beam of electrons, has

provided reliable transfer of flux of
40 MW/ m2 at pressure of fluid
coolant P = 0.3 MPa.
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What VB provides?
After huge amount of experiments, Peter
Nagoga’s group in 1982-83 found out the
following fascinating results that are shown in
picture on the right, where an original graph of
Nagoga’s group is presented. There one can see
measurements of dependence of basic
characteristic of heat-exchange, Nu, on basic
characteristic of outlay of a fluid coolant, Re:
Nu = f(T) Pr0.4 Ren

The date for a smooth surface are grouped under
name “standard’, and data for surface with
triangular pattern of skin-deep dimples are
grouped under name “proposal”.
Those results were sensational at that times:
before that experiments nobody ever had
observed power of n more than 0.8 at natural
convective heat exchange provided by air!

Possibility to have n > 1 is crucial for heat exchange!
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What VB provides?
(Why power n = 1 is so important?)
As the classic theory of the convective heat exchange teaches, the efficiency of such heat exchange is:

QI = 1

exp(

bNu/Re)

where b does not depend on Re. If Nu = f(T)Ren, then we have for QI:

QI = 1

exp(

aRen

1

)

The dependence “QI vs.. Re” is shown in picture below. As one can see, at n < 1 the efficiency of

the convective heat exchange decreases with increasing of Re, i. e. with increasing of
outlay
to outlay!)
But at (Re
n >is1 proportional
the efficiency
of the convective
heat exchange increases with increasing of
Re, i. e. with increasing of outlay .
The value N = 1 is a boundary which separates two
types of the convective heat exchange techniques:
• the technique that drops its efficiency with
increasing of productivity, and
• the technique that raises its efficiency with
increasing of productivity!
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What VB provides?
(VB for heat exchangers)
Amazing features of VB immediately were used for modernization of the convenient convective heat
exchangers. There were developed different technologies of covering different kind of surfaces with
triangular pattern of skin-deep dimples, and substitution of smooth heat exchange surfaces by those
ones. The picture below on the left shows several such kind surfaces in the customized configurations of
heat exchangers.
The sketch below on the right shows actual comparison of traditional heat exchangers that do transfer
the same heat power, but having significantly different sizes, because heat exchanger I has smooth heat
exchange surfaces, heat exchanger II has heat exchange surfaces with traditional “intensificators”
(pimples, ledges, etc), and heat exchanger I consist of surfaces that provide VB. Difference is obvious.
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What VB provides?
(VP for blades of turbines and chargers)
Nagoga’s group has developed implementation
of for convective cooling of the working blades of
turbines and chargers, particularly for turbojet
engines.
The ambient air is used for convective cooling of
blades from inside, where special channels with a
regular pattern of the triangular skin-deep dimples
are created.

Using of such a VB technology, the lifetime of jet engines is significantly
prolonged.
In the same time this method provides
possibility to enforce regimes of a
significantly increased propulsion force at
the starts of jet and at regular marsh
regimes of flight.
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What VB provides?
(Beyond golf balls)
The vortical boiling was actually embodiment for the
first time for the reduction of the air-resistance in 1975 in
the famous golf balls. The choice of the triangular regular
pattern of spherical skin-deep dimples was very good one,
because golf ball can be flight in any direction in respect to
its shape. The achieved results are very well known: golf
balls with VB surface flies up to 50% far than smooth one.
The development of VB inspired people to implement it for many other practical uses. Very promising
results were obtained for the model (1/20 scale of natural sizes) of locomotive of the German high-speed
railway express ICE in Germany. The 20% decrease of aero-resistance of that model was obtained. The
picture clearly shows obviously not the best solution of implementation of the triangular pattern of skindeep dimples. Nevertheless, even such a “blind” copying of “golf ball’s story” gives significant
improvement… For example, very scrupulous measurements of the same pattern on the wing of aircraft,
that were conducted in European Aero and Space Centers in Cologne (DLR, Germany), have shown 30%
decreasing of drug and 35% increasing of lifting force...
Now there is in line the testing of …
entire aircraft that is covered by
pattern of VB-generating dimples:
picture on the left shows a model that
was prepared for such tests.
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What VB provides?
(VB for decreasing of sound)
Another feature of VB is its ability to reduce noises that usually
are accompanying the turbulent streamlining of surfaces. Several
companies are selling already fans, whose blades are covered by the
pattern of the triangular skin-deep dimples, as it is shown in the
picture on the left. Such fans do provide not only the higher
efficiency, but are causing much more lower amplitudes of noise.

It is even more amazing, if we will take into account the fact that
the pattern of dimples that we see in picture on the left is not the
optimal one, neither by shape of dimples, nor by structure of used
pattern. Theory shows, that efficiency of such fans can be improved
further at least on 30% due to implementation the optimal pattern...
The ideas on reduction of sound due to
implementation of VB has found its realization in
the project that it represented in picture on the
right.
Using VB-generating surface on the keel of a
submarine or a bot, one will not only reduce drug
forces, but will also reduce sounds generating by
the torn off of the keel usual turbulent jets, and
cavitation effects that are accompanying
streamlining of a smooth surfaces.
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What VB provides?
(VB for decreasing adhesion, cavitation and icing)

Icing in airplane’s
ventilation channel with and
without VBT
implementation.

The VB strongly influent on many of physical conditions at
which the processes of mass- and energy exchange at phasetransitions phenomena in liquid media is developed. For instance,
the irradiating vortices, and especially - the vortical tubes, have a
strong power of a convection; they dramatically do change local
distribution of physical characteristics of fluid: temperature,
pressure, concentration of ingredients, density (for gaseous media),
etc. This all together leads to a significant change of entire kinetics
of all phase transitions that are possible in liquids. These features of
VB does provide a very effective mechanism of evacuation of any
gas nucleus off of the working surfaces and reliably prevents them
from cavitation-caused destruction. This feature of VB allows
dramatically increase a power of hydraulic turbines, pumps, screw
propellers and many other types of hydraulic engines, partially or
totally preventing them against cavitation-caused destructive effects
and prolonging their life-time. It provides decreasing of adsorption
of any admixtures by the surface, and growth of any deposits on the
streamlined surface: admixtures are sucked off of the streamlined
surface into a nucleus of the streamlined current. This effect not
only protects the quality of working surfaces, but has also an
evident resources-saving meaning.
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How VB works?
After intensive investigation of VB there was remaining one problem that had to be solved: we had to
find out how VB works. What mechanism and processes provide so powerful ability of VB to intensify
heat (or cold) transfer from wall to fluid coolant? The answers on all such questions were given by Y. K.
Krasnov after he and S. T. Belyaev have discovered the atmosphere of vortex in 1985-86.
Indeed, let us recall the process of creation and tearing off of a vortex from the streamlined wall.

As one can see, until vortex become torn off of the wall, the fluid inside its atmosphere is in strong touch
with the wall, and due to usual thermodiffusion makes an intensive heat exchange with this wall. Moreover,
intensive rotation of fluid inside that atmosphere helps to uniform distribution of the temperature all over
whole atmosphere. When the vortex’s “bubble” - vortex and its atmosphere becomes torn off of the wall, it
carries out entire heat that is accumulated into the atmosphere. This process exactly repeats well known
process of creation and tearing off of a heated bottom of the air bubbles at a boiling of water. That why
30
have adapted the name “a vortical boiling”.

How VB works?
Because of huge heat capacity of water, VB is much more effective method of heat exchange than
boiling of air that is dissolved in water. Even after the vortex bubble is torn away from the wall, it moves
much slower than the external flow of a liquid relative to the wall. Hence, the atmosphere has time to heat
(or cool) up to the wall's temperature; more over, the fast rotation of a liquid into the atmosphere is
conducive to heat exchange with wall.
when the vortex is carried away from a wall, it takes with it energy equal to matmC (Tw Tf), where C
and Tf are the specific heat capacity and the temperature of the fluid, respectively, and Tw is the
temperature of the wall.
Let the creation of vortices take place on an area, Sv, of the wall, and matm is the mass of torn vortex’s fluid
atmosphere. Let us denote the intensity of vortex creation along a unit length of the wall by f.
The total energy per unit of the time that is carried away from the wall by all vortices into their
atmospheres will then be equal to:
N = E/ t = f Sv matmC (Tw Tf),
which corresponds to a heat flux of:
qv = N / Sw = f matmC (Tw Tf)Sv / Sw,
where Sw is the total area of the wall.
If we substitute the usual expression for a heat flux with a heat transfer coefficient,

q=
then we will obtain:
where

= qo / (Tw

Tf).

(Tw

Tf),

f matmC Sv / Sw,
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How VB works?
Finally, if we substitute the standard expression for with the Nusselt number, Nu:
Nu / D,
where is the thermo-conductivity of the liquid and D is the equivalent diameter of the channel then we
will have:
Nu = Nuo + f matm C D Sv / Sw.
(1)
The intensity of vortex creation, f, was calculated by Feynman, and is equal to f ~ vrel3
Belyaev and Krasnov have found that for the linear vortex thread the atmospheric mass, matm is equal to:

matm = 0.3657(

o

2 )/(

2

2

vrel2 ).

(2)

If we substitute all of these in (1), we obtain:
Nu = Nuo + f(T) vrel (

C/

D Sv /Sw).

However, the velocity of the vortex near a wall is much less than the velocity of the liquid, vo;
therefore vrel vo
Re/D, where Re is the Reynolds' number and is the kinematical viscosity of the
liquid,
.
Hence, we finally have the following formula:
or

Nu = Nuo + f(T) ( C

Sv /Sw)Re = Nuo + f(T) ( C/

Sv /Sw)Re .

Nu ~ Re1.0 .
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How VB works?
S. T. Belyaev and Y. K. Krasnov have answered on the fundamental question: “What is the most
elementary vortex in Nature?” They have found a new solution of the conditions of non-viscous flow of
liquid: div v = 0 and rot rot v = 0. This solution is: v(r) = [ o, r]/2 r3 where and o are the
characteristic dimension of the “fluid point” and vector of the quantum of circulation for the given fluid
medium. For water we have ~
cm and | o| ~ 4.44 10 cm /sec. This singular-in-a point solution
was named (neutral) Roton. S. T. Belyaev and Y. K. Krasnov have proven that the famous singular-on-line
circulation vortex thread v(r) = [ o, r]/2 r2 is exactly a chain of Rotons that are placed along some line in
order of their co-linearity, i. e. that linear vortices are consisting of Rotons. Like vortex thread, Roton has
its own atmosphere and the mass of this atmosphere were found to be equal to:
matm = A
vrel)] 3/2 where A is a constant.
If one will substitute this value of mass of atmosphere in (1)
instead of mass of atmosphere of a linear vortex thread (2),
he/she will come to the following expression of the relation
“Nu vs. Re”:
or

Nu = Nuo + f(T) ( C/

Sv /Sw)Re3/2.

Nu ~ Re1.5 .
which gives the power n = 1.5 for Re in this relation. Apparently,
this is the highest value of n possible in Nature.
Therefore, the obtained relations “Nu vs. Re” are exactly those
that Nagoga’s group has seen in their experiments.
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Resume on VBT.
The vortical boiling based heat exchange is a process that happens in conjunction of a
streamlining of solid surface by fluid, when said surface is formed by a proper
triangular (preferably) pattern of skin-deep dimples, that do not allowed a potential
streamlining, at such regimes of outlay of fluid, when dimples are generating the
elementary vortices, the Rotons that become organized in vortical jets that are passing
from one dimple to another by relay-race without feeding the stream nucleus with
chaotic turbulence.
VB tremendously increases heat exchange on the streamlining surfaces at practically not changed
hydro-resistance of the fluid transportation channels.
VB provides essential anti-adhesive, anti-icing and anti-cavitation effects on a streamlined surface.
VB essentially decreases a friction between solid surfaces that are formed with lattice of skin-deep
dimples on the lubricated surfaces.
VB essentially decreases acoustic noise from the streamlined surfaces.
VB increases endurance and range of wings.
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Who is studying VB?
Brief report on achievements in study and development of Vortical Boiling Technology
conducted by independent groups.
Since Kiknadze group had published their discovery of VB more than 30 years ego, many scientific
and engineering group become involved in study and development of this fascinating technique. Let us
make listed some of them.
• The group lead by Professor M.I. Rabinovich in the Institute of Technical Physics (Russia) has obtained
the first visualization of the phenomenon of self-organization of meso-vortices into skin-deep dimples that
were streamlined by air.
• The group lead by Academic A.I. Leontiyev (Russia) for the first time has investigated the role of
secondary beck-flows at streamlining of dimples by the super-sonic stream of air; has measured the range
of decreasing of the local temperatures and increasing of heat-exchange coefficients at such streamlining
of the lattice of half-spherical dimples.
• The group lead by Professor A.A. Khalatov in the Institute of Applied Physics (Ukraine) in
collaboration with Airspace and Air force Academy of USA and other USA and Great Britain Universities
have conducted a wide range research hydrodynamics and heat-exchange processes that accompanied the
streamlining of different dimples by liquid, and have confirmed the effect of raising of the power of Re in
the dependence “Nu vs. Re” up to value of 1.00.
• The group lead by Professor V. I. Terekhov in the Heat Physics Institute of the Siberian Division of RAS
(Russia) has reported conformation of major results of Kiknadze group.
(to be continued)
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Who is studying VB?
Brief report on achievements in study and development of Vortical Boiling Technology
• The group lead by Professor Ligrany (USA), consisting of several professionals from different
Universities of USA, has researched streamlining of surfaces having pattern of different kind sharp edged
dimples.
• The group lead by Professor Chew Yong Tian in the National University of Singapore (Singapore) also
has confirmed a decreasing of friction for the VBT-surfaces channels covered at streamlining by as
laminar, so turbulent streams of fluids.
• The group of researchers employed by firm “Pratt & Witniy” and University of Columbia (USA), lead
by Professor M. K. Chyu have investigating the usage of VBT-surfaces for cooling of blades of gas
turbines. This group confirms the pioneering results of P. Nagoga and emphasizes the unprecedented
efficiency of VBT for said purposes.
• The group lead by Doctor Sumanta Acharya in Louisiana State University (USA) also conducting the
investigation of the usage of VBT-surfaces for cooling of blades of gas turbines have for the first time
measured the distribution of the local heat exchange coefficients and temperature as on the resting, so on
the rotating blades of the gas turbine.
• The group lead by Professor I. L. Mostinskiy (Russia) has conducted a wide range of measurements of
effects on VBT-surfaced channels streamlined by the boiling and super-critical streams of water. This
group has reported observation of a significant increasing of the critical heat-loads of all VBT-surfaced
channels and bodies.
(to be continued)
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Who is studying VB?
Brief report on achievements in study and development of Vortical Boiling Technology
conducted by independent groups.
•The group lead by Professor Yu. F. Gortishev (Russia) has confirmed existence of a rising of the power of
Re in dependence “Nu vs. Re” up to 1 in some regimes of the convective cooling of heated VBT-surfaces.
• The group lead by Professor E. D. Sergiyevskiy (Russia) investigates the possibilities to use VBT at
functional improvement of apparatus for Sun-heating of water.
• The group lead by Professor A. P. Kozlov in the Kazan Aviation Institute (Russia) has reported
conformation of major results of Kiknadze group.
• The group lead by Professor J. P. Chudnovskii in Chicago University (USA) also has confirmed
universality and efficiency of VBT-surfacing at the processes of utilization of gases.
• The group lead by Professor S. A. Issaev in Sanct-Petersburg Polytechnic University (Russia) conducts
numerical modeling of convective heat exchange processes on the VBT surfaces.

There is attached a list of literature to this presentation. This list does not pretend to
be an exhausting one. Nevertheless, several hundreds articles and reports on VB that
are cited in this list do represent efforts of scientists and engineers to investigate and
implement this amazing phenomenon of Nature.
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Achievements of VBT.
Brief report on achievements at implementation of the Vortical Boiling Technique
Since finishing the major experiments during which the main facts of vortical boiling phenomenon
were obtained, Kiknadze group have began intensive work for implementation of the Vortical Boiling
Technique (VBT) in different areas of heat exchange processes. Because implementation of VBT does not
require any dramatic changes in design of apparatus or devices, to which VBT is applied, implementations
of VBT in manufacturing processes always were done in very close collaboration with customers and
their development departments. The most revealing achievements of those collaborations are the
following.
• The use of VBT on uranium heat-producing elements (working under beams of high-energetic
elementary particles like electrons, protons, etc) of busters has provided an intensification of cooling in
several times at practically unchanged hydro-resistance of channels of the buster, including those which
are used as the boosters in the high-intensity beams of the electron accelerators (the specific heat power of
the beam is ~ 40 MW/m2).
• The use of VBT on uranium heat-producing elements in atomic reactors has provided reliable heat
exchange with heat flux of ~ 4 MW/m2 at practically unchanged hydro-resistance of channels of the
coolant fluid. Achieved results are: raising of the heat load by a factor of 1.5 for water cooling and
boosting of the heat transfer coefficient by approximately a factor of 3; the increasing of the hydraulic
resistance for a construction comprised of 37 such elements stays at 20-30% (depending on the cooling
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regime).
(to be continued)

Achievements of VBT.
Brief report on achievements at implementation of the Vortical Boiling Technique
• Usage of TLJT-surfaces on the inside surface of blades of jet-engines of the air-bus IL-86 has allowed
to increase the launch-weight power of this plane and significantly increase the life-time of jet-engines
usage. In 1988 the industrial production of several engines with gas turbine blades cooled down with the
help of the VBT was started, including the HK-86 engines for the Russian airbus Ilyushin 86. This
engine and other (~10) special engines are being used in industry at the present moment. According to
official data the implementation of the TLJT on blades surfaces increased by 10% the lifetime and the lift
of Ilyushin 86 aircraft.
• The application of VBT in heat-utilizing and water-heating coppers has provided the same results, what
significantly increased the efficiency of this technique. In 1994 Podolskiy Machine Building Plant, one
of the largest plants in Europe started to produce high-power air heaters, which use the TLJT. The weight
of the air heater was reduced by 30% along with a 1.5-1.6 increase in the heat transfer coefficient and
only a 10-20% (depending on the relief used) reduction in the aero-dynamical resistance.
• Very promising results were obtained for the model (1/20 scale of natural sizes) of locomotive of the
German high-speed railway express ICE in Germany. The 20% decrease of aero-resistance of that model
was obtained.
(to be continued)
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Achievements of VBT.
Brief report on achievements at implementation of the Vortical Boiling Technique
• VBT-surfacing of wings of CLARK-Y significantly increased aero-dynamic efficiency of this wing and
its lifting force: endurance (~L3/2/D) has increased up to 30%, and range (~L/D3/2) has increased up to
35%. This research made in collaboration with European Aero and Space Centers in Cologne (DLR,
Germany) among other useful information has explicitly shown that choice of topology of skip-deep
dimples is very essential for reaching maximal effects of the implementation of VBT.
• The lasers and powerful sources of light (various types of projectors) with the intensified heat and mass
transfer achieved through application of VBT (the increase is at least by a factor of 1.5-2 compared to
existing analogues).
• The bio-photo-reactors carrying photosynthesis of various cultures including those used in agriculture
have increased (by at least 25%) output, automatic mixing of the growing culture and other characteristics
which lead to reduction of specific energy consumption required to produce the biomass and the cost of
this process.
More than 30 years of the persistent work of Kiknadze and his group, their active popularization of
VBT has inspired many scientific, engineering and technological teams to study, develop and imply this
fascinating method in practice.
(to be continued)
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Achievements of VBT.
Brief report on achievements at implementation of the Vortical Boiling Technique
Although not all of these teams always emphasizing where the basic idea came from, nevertheless the
achievements are very promising. Let us make listed some cases of practical use of VBT that were
provided by those teams all over the globe.
• General Electric Company (USA) manufactures compact heat-exchangers with VBT-formed heat
exchange surfaces.
• The Podolskiy Machine Building Plant, one of the largest plants in Europe currently produces highpower air heaters, which is using VBT. The weight of the air heater is reduced by 30% along with a 1.51.6 increase in the heat transfer coefficient and only a 10-20% (depending on the relief used) reduction in
the aero dynamical resistance.

• The Caterpillar, Inc. is producing the low-emission combustion chambers for gas turbines that are using
VBT, what allows significantly increase discards of carbon oxides into the atmosphere.
• “Independent studies have shown typical energy requirements for fluid bed coolers are around 5.3
kW.h/tone, whereas the Bulkflow heat exchanger (based upon VBT – Qualitics, Inc.) is only 0.3
kW.h/tonne. This saving in energy costs when multiplied by the tonnes of product processed per year
results in enormous energy savings for the customer and as a result large cost savings”. – see
http://www.merrowscientific.com/merrow_scientific_005.htm
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Warning!
Illusive simplicity of implementation of the regular (mostly - triangular one) pattern of semi-spherical
dimples was and still is a major reason of doubtful results that are obtained by some groups.
Tremendous success of the regular triangular lattice of semispherical dimples on the surfaces of the golf
balls is guarantied by the functional purpose of these balls: they should be able to reveal the same effect
no matter how the are moving. This functional purpose predetermines usage of the regular triangular
lattice of semispherical dimples. However, for other devices and apparata like blades of turbine, fans and
other chargers, wings of aircraft, surfaces of trains and vehicles, and etc. neither the regular pattern, nor
semispherical shape of skin-deep dimples are the most optimal and efficient. Even if body moves in a
fluid medium in the regular manner (let us say - along its axis of symmetry), it is not the best way to cover
this body with a regular triangular lattice of semispherical dimples to have a maximal efficiency of VBT
implementation. The best example proving this conclusion is a fish. Its scale is the best example of the
usage of VBT by …Nature. As one knows, scale of fish has neither regular pattern nor skin-deep dimples
between neighbor scales are semispherical…

To have the maximal possible effect of implementation of VBT in
each given case, the placement of dimples and their shapes should be
chosen in strong connection with shape of device, working regimes
of streamlining of the surfaces of this device, and with physical
features of the streamlining fluid.
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Things happen...
When Intel Corp. announced its need for cooling of
Titanium processor, we sent them our Solution based on VBT,
which totally corresponded to the announced Intel
ItaniumTM Processor Thermal Design Specification, and , by
our believes, should resolve this problem.
Main idea was to cover thermal plate by the pattern of
specific shallow non-potential dimples, as it is shown in picture
on the right. The special charger should pump an ambient air
through appropriate channel above the thermal plate and
provide a streamlining of this plate in the regime of flow of air, when dimples are generating the
elementary vortices that become organized in vortical jets that are passing from one dimple to another by
relay-race without feeding the stream nucleus with chaotic turbulence. After 6 months of thinking, Intel
Corp. informed us that it “will not pursue the suggested method of cooling”… Unfortunately for whom?…
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Things happen...
Nevertheless Qualitics, Inc. has designed processor
cooling system that completely satisfies Intel
ItaniumTM Processor Thermal Design Specification.
And is based on ideas that were rejected by Intel
Corp. The main element of this system – the cooling cell
QualiCell – is shown in Figure on the right.
The comparison of created QualiCell with lieder
products on the Market evidently shows advantages of
Our Solution…
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General Suggestions
Suggestion No. 1:

“No more flat surfaces for any convective energy-exchange apparatus!”
More than 30 years of researches and developments that have followed the discovery of the Vortical
Boiling Effect have brought us to the point when we can state very confident that almost every apparatus
with convective heat exchange technology can be significantly improved due to replacing used heatexchange surfaces with VBT ones; almost every channel of fluid transportation and every body moving
into a fluid can significantly reduce its aero- or hydro-resistance due to replacing used streamlined
surfaces with VBT ones.
Every surface that is cooled (or heated) by a convective heat-exchange method should be modified
with VBT, which should be design in such a way to provide maximal efficiency of heat-exchange at
minimal increasing of the hydro-resistance of the fluid coolant (heater) transportation channels, i. e. to
provide a regime of the relay-race passage of generated vortical jets between dimple.
Every surface that is streamlined by ambient fluid media should be modified with VBT, which should
be design in such a way to provide maximal decreasing of aero-hydro-resistance, i. e. to provide a regime
of the relay-race passage of generating vortical jets between dimples.
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General Suggestions
Suggestion No. 2:

“Bring to a minimum the parasitic turbulization by the fluid transportation line
and/or channel!”
Every surface of any fluid transportation line should be modified with VBT, which should be design in
such a way to provide maximal reduction of line’s hydro-resistance, i. e. to provide a regime of the relayrace passage of generated vortical jets between dimples.

Suggestion No. 3:

“No more illusion that VBT is to simple and easy to do!”
The remarkable fact is that Vortical Boiling technique can be implemented into many industries right
now, without any big investments and/or organizational efforts. Indeed, a quick looks at the following two
examples will tell a lot to anyone who is experienced in the engineering art. This circumstance created an
illusion that anybody can design, manufacture and implement Vortical Boiling Surfaces, conduct testing
and invent results in specific practical devices and apparata.
Technology of the vortical boiling is very special, uniquely precise, and leaves the inventor few
chances to find the right regimes by chance. All essential details of this technology – the shape of dimples,
their placement in a pattern, the regime of flow, sizes of channels, etc. are strictly connected with exact
solutions of the appropriate equations that are managing those physical phenomena that are involved in
the process of the vortical boiling.
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General Suggestions
Suggestion No. 4:

“Let us act NOW!”
Of course, the best way to prevail in our battle for the conservation of natural
resources and economy of energy, what is resulting in preservation of Nature’s
ability to provide life on Earth, is the direct reduction of humans’ consumption and
consecutively - pollution. But right now we just started go on that way and final
goal is far-far ahead. Nevertheless, we have to act now, and we have to act very
efficiently. There are no doubts that implementation of VBT will be a huge step to
victory in this our battle.

Vortical Boiling Technology not only improves functionality of stream devices
and apparatus, but also leads to essential economy of other resources that are used
for manufacturing and work of those devises and apparatus.
There is no doubt that involvement of private businesses in use of VBT
should and will play a crucial role of its implementation.
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General Suggestions
Suggestion No. 5:

“Together we can do VBT!”
There are certain mechanisms, due to which Government can accelerate implementation of VBT and
make VBT to be an attribute of our relations with Nature.
First of all, Governments can establish National Program, which would benefit those manufacturers
who embodiment VBT in their production. The legislative initiative in such direction would be the most
effective way to act.
Secondly, Governments can put the requirement of provision of VBT in any and each device,
apparatus, equipment and machinery, which goes under any governmental contract with private
businesses and when VBT could be implemented, in principle. Especially effective it would be with
military contracts, because of necessity to provide VBT in military production immediately (for the sake
of profit and compatibility) will be spread on all civil productions by the all involved businesses.
Thirdly, Governments can establish educational programs that would provide creation of culture of
usage of VBT, when every citizen should and will know that any stream device without embodiment of
VBT is a wasting of resources of planet Earth, which belong to all of us and all others who will live after
us…
Cleveland, Ohio, USA,
Moscow, Russia.
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There are many other patents on the same subjects in many other countries…
The main source of knowledge about physics of VB and VBT one can obtain from two books:
“The Dynamics of Quantum Vortices” and “The Qualitics. Volume 1” that are available on
www.thequalitics.com
One can find there a detailed list of literature and references on prime sources.
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